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THE LATEST NEWS ON CYBERSECURITY TRENDS, CHALLENGES, AND SOLUTIONS

Featured Topic:

ANALYZING THE LATEST

Breach data

To Stay Ahead of Information
Risk Management

Threats

AT-A-GLANCE
This HITRUST eBook explores the significant
advantages of using a predictive, threat-adaptive
approach to meet current cyber threats with a
proactive approach that addresses both active
and emerging information security challenges.
Using trend data to identify today’s cyber
threats and anticipate future threats not only
benefits an organization’s internal information
security and regulatory compliance programs,
but also, it can extend to include their third-party
vendors, supply chain partners, and service
providers.
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Breach trend data helps identify
today’s cyber threats and anticipate
future threats.

It’s a Constant Challenge to Stay Ahead of Cyber Threats
Most cybersecurity frameworks and standards are only updated every
few years – and some far less often. However, new threats emerge
and evolve at cyber-speed, which requires an adaptive system of
security controls to address active campaigns. Where information
controls are not current or relevant, active cybersecurity risks – such
as ransomware – may not be adequately addressed.
Information and IT assets that may be protected today, can easily be
put at risk over time as controls become stale and out-of-date. And, by
design, traditional information security assessment approaches aren’t
adaptive and often don’t keep pace with current and emerging threats.
For instance, recent threat analysis shows a significant increase in
ransomware and internal spear phishing incidents, so using an up-to-date
control framework that can adequately address these trending threats
should be an important part of a sound cybersecurity strategy.

Risk analysis techniques
identify new controls to
deploy to defend against
current and future
threats.

Simply stated, common information protection approaches may no
longer be sufficient in today’s rapidly changing cybersecurity threat
landscape.
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Real Risk Management Requires
Answers to Real Questions
Real risk management is not just creating a check-the-box security control report that
can be shared with internal and external stakeholders. Instead, successful risk management
should integrate up-to-date and accurate risk information so meaningful decisions can
be made about selecting and implementing security controls that are effective and
targeted to the current risk environment. This involves risk analysis techniques to identify
and prioritize which new controls need to be deployed and which existing controls
require adjustments to defend against current – and future – threats.
The primary problem with this controls triage model is that it is ever-changing, so
organizations get stuck in a rut trying to keep up with all of the controls across all of
their systems across all of their business units. This approach makes it difficult, if not
impossible, to take a step back and analyze the realities of the security environment
based on the threats faced in order to find a sustainable path forward to adequately
address core business risks.
Consequently, the Chief Information Security Officer and IT team are constantly
scrambling and doing as much research and analysis as they can just trying to keep up.
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Organizations
get stuck in a rut
trying to keep up
with information
security controls.

New threat-adaptive
methodologies create
laser-focused risk
management.

New Threat-Adaptive
Approach Creates
Laser-Focused Risk
Management

For most organizations, specialized expertise and extensive resource
bandwidth are required to deploy and maintain the many control
requirements included in their information security programs. In today’s
environment, hundreds and hundreds of security controls may be
required to fully protect their IT infrastructure and all the digital assets
it contains.
Now, there is a new way to approach information security that helps
address the complex and expensive challenges associated with attempting
to meet evolving information security threats. The answer lies in changing
the focus and resources to address the specific vulnerabilities that place
an enterprise most at risk.
By researching the most prevalent Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) and
Indicators of Attack (IoAs) that cause information security breaches, it is
possible to focus on the systems and vulnerabilities that present the most
risk to digital assets. This precision-driven methodology hones in on what
matters most to enterprise customers.
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The benefits of a threat-adaptive
approach
By using industry-recognized threat intelligence sources to analyze and evaluate what’s
going on in the world, the region, and industry sectors, a threat adaptive approach to
cybersecurity uses proactive tactics to prevent and mitigate attacks against known
vulnerabilities while helping to predict and get ahead of future threats.
Using trend analysis, InfoSec teams can focus on the current and emerging threats that are
most likely to impact their IT systems. These include incidents of ransomware, phishing, and
data leakage—where bad actors breach legitimate user accounts to set up proxies that
access sensitive systems and data or where employees misuse their access credentials.

A proactive threat-adaptive approach covers the following core functions:
Regularly reviews threat intelligence sources to find and address new, real, active, and
emerging threats.
• Identifies missing controls and prioritizes which controls require modification to defend
against relevant cyber threats.
• Helps pinpoint controls to sunset that have lost relevance and provide limited assurance
value based on the effort required to comply or assess.
• Harmonizes different control recommendations from recognized authoritative sources to
optimize the right set of control requirements.
•

A threat-adaptive
approach to
cybersecurity uses
forward-looking,
proactive, offensive
tactics.
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HITRUST threat-adaptive assessment:
ConTinuously relevant to address
Evolving cyber threats
The HITRUST Implemented, 1-year (i1) Validated Assessment solves the challenges of
developing a focused, threat-adaptive security posture for organizations of all sizes across all
industries. When developing the i1, HITRUST analyzed Indicators of Compromise (IoCs) and
Indicators of Attack (IoAs) from the prior 6 months of breach data as compiled by a leading
cyber threat intelligence provider. This threat activity was mapped to TTPs (Techniques, Tactics,
and Procedures) within the MITRE ATT&CK Framework, which were then mapped to HITRUST
CSF requirements.
These controls are included in the threat-adaptive i1 Assessment, which is designed with an
offensive-minded approach that provides an effective defense against active and emerging
threats, including ransomware, phishing, access misuse, and more.

Identify missing controls
and prioritize which
controls require
modification.
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The HITRUST i1 Leverages Security Best Practices
to Actively Defend Against Cyberthreats
The i1 Threat-Adaptive Assessment allows InfoSec teams to move way beyond simple checklists when organizations evaluate their
information program effectiveness and preparedness. Plus, i1 control requirements evolve over time to ensure a proactive stance against
current and emerging cybercriminal tactics and techniques.
The HITRUST i1 is the first threat-adaptive information security assessment of its kind across the spectrum of security regulations, standards,
and frameworks. Based on analysis of the latest breach data with mapping using the MITRE ATT&CK framework, the i1 Assessment
undergoes quarterly updates, which reflect in future releases of the HITRUST CSF framework.
BEST-OF-ALL: Because HITRUST does the research and risk analysis for you and rolls it into our framework and assessment solution, your
team does not need to spend countless hours sourcing and analyzing cyberattack trends to keep your information security program
up-to-date. For more information about the HITRUST Implemented, 1-year (i1) Validated Assessment + Certification.

HITRUST Threat-Adaptive
i1 solves challenges.
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Ask vendors to adopt the i1.

Adding the Threat-Adaptive Approach
to Third-Party Risk Management (TPRM) Programs
While organizations want to first-and-foremost be sure their own house is protected to get and stay ahead of information security
threats, they also want to extend that same sense of proactivity to vendors and service providers with whom they share data and
networks. To let business partners in the door to do business, organizations need to be confident that outside entities are sufficiently
protecting sensitive shared data and that their security program is continuously evolving in response to new threats.

Obtain Higher Levels of Assurance
from Your Vendors
Many common assessments have major gaps and deficiencies that impact their reliability. When vendors select and assess against a
set of non-prescriptive controls of their own choosing, how does a relying party know if they are receiving accurate assurance
information, or are merely getting a Yes/No check-the-box report?
Since many breaches and ransomware attacks come from third- and fourth-party vendors, it makes sense to ask your supply chain
and service partners to adopt the HITRUST i1 Assessment, which includes the strength of a threat-adaptive approach.
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Summary
By introducing a threat-adaptive approach to data security
and offering the i1 Assessment, HITRUST has streamlined
the painstaking process for enterprise organizations and
their vendors to establish secure ecosystems for shared
sensitive information.
With a robust set of pre-configured control requirements
designed to deliver best security practices, the i1 focuses on
the threats most likely to result in breaches.
For more information about the HITRUST CSF, the
threat-adaptive approach, or the HITRUST i1 Assessment:
you are invited to contact a HITRUST Product Specialist.
Call: 855-448-7878 or Email: sales@hitrustalliance.net
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HITRUST CSF
Framework
The HITRUST CSF is an industry-leading
information risk management and compliance
framework organizations can rely on to
provide reliable, high-quality information
protection assurance results – such as
the i1 Assessment – with transparency,
integrity, and consistency.
To get started using the i1 and ensuring
that you have threat-adaptive control
coverage, eligible organizations are
invited to download the
HITRUST CSF framework Free of Charge.
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